Rotation matrices d\^m'(0) find wide applications in molecular and nuclear theory. They are known since the famous work of WIGNER 1 on the rotation group. As the derivation is complicated and needs group theory, a simple algebraic method will be valuable. The present note gives a simplification of Schwinger's solution of d$m'(0) avoiding the unnecessary complicated generating function trick 2 . We follow the customary notation and repeat for completeness the defining equations.
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The problem is the evaluation of the matrixelement
SCHWINGER 2 introduced a boson representation of angular momentum in terms of the twodimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation operators a^ and a ± :
(3)
By substitution, Jv is 1 Jy= 9 r (ä+ ä--ät a + ).
(6)
If the identity operator I A --
is introduced the problem of calculating d\/l m ' (0) is reduced to a canonical transformation
exp ( (0) is written with the binomial theorem: 
If the expressions are equal, the matrixelement is (j + m) ! (/ -TO) !. By easy trigonometric manipulations the d\2>m' (0) can be brought to the customary form of Jacobi-polynomials.
